WORKING AT HEIGHT AND CONFINED SPACE

SAFETY
COVER
FROM ABFAD LTD
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As per the 1974 health and safety at work act, keeping
people safe whilst working is paramount in all industries.
Abfad provide a trained and equipped rescue team
capable of keeping people safe when Working at Height
or working in Confined Spaces. Our rescue team is able
to perform the necessary assessment of the emergency situation and, if required, conduct any rescue
needed in a safe and controlled way. Recovering
casualties in the fastest possible time and administering first aid maybe the difference between life or
death.
Attempting to carry out an unprepared rescue, without
proper training or equipment only serves to put more
people at risk within the confined space. Unprepared
people attempting an urgent rescue attributes for
almost two thirds of deaths in confined spaces. Only a
specialist rescue team should attempt any rescue.
The dangers of confined space working and working at
height should never be underestimated. Having a
competent and qualified team on site to provide rescue
and first aid can save lives.

EMERGENCY RESCUE TEAMS - Abfad can provide
a rescue team for safety cover of personnel
working in confined spaces and working at height.
ROPE ACCESS TRAINED RESCUE TEAM - Our
rescue teams are trained in providing rescue from
confined spaces and are also trained and
qualified in rope access from IRATA. Allowing
them to provide a high level of emergency
rescue in a wide range of vertical or horizontal
locations.
POWER STATIONS AND CHP PLANTS - We’ve
been consistently working in power stations and
CHP plants across the UK since 1998. Here’s some
of the feedback our teams receive:
“Abfad provided confined space rescue and safety
cover works to the recent major outage. This
involved 24 hour working on a busy/tight project
timescale. They were selected for this project after
a very professional performance (previously).
Once again they performed to a very high level
providing safety cover and support as well as
supporting the site on other works they could do.”
“It’s like having another set of safety professionals
on site.”
“All the team had the right attitude, nothing was
too much, whether this was from a safety
perspective or rope access, confined space
management. They also offered their services
regarding house keeping and cable management. A
good job... well done.”
“A very valuable, proactive team.”
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